In this paper we consider (2+1)-dimensional SU(N)-symmetric gauge theory within light front perturbation theory, regularized by the method analogous to Pauli-Villars regularization. This enables us to construct correct renormalized light front Hamiltonian.
Introduction
The present paper is a continuation of the previously initiated investigation of the possibility to construct correct renormalized light front (LF) Hamiltonian [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Light front coordinates are defined as follows [10] :
where x 0 , x 1 , x ⊥ are Lorentz coordinates. The Hamiltonian is obtained by canonical quantization on the LF surface, i.e. x + = 0, where the x + plays the role of time. This quantization leads to the appearance of the singularity at zero value of the momentum p − . So one has to regularize this singularity. The regularization can be introduced as the cutoff |p − | ε in field modes. However the results of such regularized theory can turn out to be non-equivalent to results obtained with usual quantization on the surface x 0 = const in Lorentz coordinates. Indeed, such non-equivalence is found in perturbation theory framework when perturbation theory in coupling constant, generated by canonical Hamiltonian on the LF, and usual perturbation theory, corresponding to the quantization on the instant time surface in Lorentz coordinates, are compared [1, 11, 12] . Beside of that, the regularization |p − | ε does not allow correct description of non-perturbative vacuum effects [13, 14] . Let us also mention the approach to the construction of effective LF Hamiltonian, proposed for quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in papers [15] [16] [17] . The above mentioned perturbative non-equivalence can be, in a principle, removed via introduction of special extra fields [1, 2] playing the role analogous to the role of extra fields in Pauli-Villars (PV) regularization [18] . The introduction of these fields violates gauge invariance. So the corresponding ultraviolet (UV) renormalization, which can restore this symmetry in the regularization removing limit, was proposed. In this way the renormalized LF Hamiltonian, perturbatively equivalent to the Hamiltonian of the theory quantized on the instant time surface in Lorentz coordinates, can be constructed. However the coefficients of renormalization counterterms in this Hamiltonian remain unknown parameters because their values are actually defined by the sum of infinite number Feynman diagrams. Nevertheless, if one considers, instead of (3+1)-dimensional QCD, its (2+1)-dimensional analog, the number of such diagrams becomes finite (due to superrenormalizability) and one can find explicit expressions for these coefficients in terms of original parameters of the theory including the regularization parameters. Such a model for pure gauge fields was considered in paper [9] . However the analysis of perturbation theory diagrams was expounded rather briefly. Besides the expression for the renormalized LF Hamiltonian also was not obtained. In the present paper we give the details for the evidence of different statements in the paper [9] and construct the renormalized LF Hamiltonian.
2 Possible differences between perturbation theory on the LF and one on the instant time surface in Lorentz coordinates
We consider, like in [9] , the Yang-Mills theory in (2+1)-dimensional space-time. Diagrams of covariant perturbation theory for this model can differ for the quantization on the surface of constant time in Lorentz coordinates and for the quantization on the LF, depending on the way of the regularization. We compare such diagrams using the following basic statement proved in the paper [1] : denote the propagator momenta by Q µ = (Q + , Q − , Q ⊥ ), where Q ± = (Q 0 ±Q 1 )/ √ 2 are the momenta in LF coordinates and Q 0 , Q 1 , Q ⊥ are the momenta in Lorentz coordinates. Then the expression for a diagram in Lorentz coordinates can be written as the following integral over the momenta in LF coordinates (for brevity we drop the integration in Q ⊥ ) [1] :
where f (Q i , p j ) denotes the integrand which includes delta-functions expressing momentum conservation in vertices. The integration domain in Q i− is limited by the quantity B which has the order of maximal external momentum p j− (i.e. it is bounded by the domain of the size s |p max i− |, where the constant s depends on the diagram structure). If we introduce in this integral also the cutoff |Q i− | ε we get the result corresponding to the diagram, calculated in LF coordinates where such cutoff is used conventionally. The limitation of the integration over Q i− by the domain B can be related to analogous limitation in old fashioned LF perturbation theory where the momenta Q i− 0 in the intermediate states do not exceed the total momentum. Thus we obtain that the difference between results of calculation of a diagram in Lorentz and LF coordinates is given by the sum of contributions to the integral (1) from domains with |Q i− | ε. In the following the different terms of this sum we call configurations as in [1, 7] .
Let us consider (2+1)-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with the following Lagrangian density:
where
.., N 2 − 1 are adjoint representation indices, f abc are structure constants, m is mass, g is coupling constant and ε µνα is the Levi-Civita symbol. We add Chern-Simons term to regularize infrared (IR) divergences [19, 20] .
Further we choose LF gauge A − = 0. This leads to the disappearance of the term of power four in fields A µ in eq-n (2).
It was noticed in the previous paper [9] that only finite number of UV divergent diagrams are to be renormalized in this model (these diagrams are shown explicitly in [9] , indices of UV divergency of them do not exceed one).
Let us consider the variant of UV regularization of this theory in which we introduce both extra fields and higher derivatives. We take into account that the chosen gauge A − = 0 generates spurious singularity in the gluon propagator (namely, additional pole in p − ). To regularize this singularity we introduce one extra field more and new parameter µ [9] . We start from the theory with only one extra field and show that in this theory we have the differences between calculations of diagrams of perturbation theory, generated by the quantization on the constant time surface, x 0 = 0, and generated by the quantization on the LF, x + = 0. The Lagrangian has the following form:
where 
where the vector n µ has components n + = 1, n − = n ⊥ = 0, n µ n µ = 0. The analysis of the UV divergences in the perturbation theory with this Lagrangian shows that the introduced regularization is sufficient for the removing of these divergences [9] . Since the interaction terms depend only on the sum of fields, A µ = A 1,µ + A 2,µ , the perturbation theory can be formulated with the summary propagator:
. (5) Note that the regularization is removed in the limit µ → 0, Λ → ∞ (R → 1). Let us write the expressions for the propagator at different Lorentz indices (for the analysis below we do not use the SU(N)-indices because they are not essential there): Here we have extracted the "ε-blocks" which include both the set of joined crossed lines and also the not crossed lines if the momenta Q − of the latter are limited by the quantity of order ε (further we call these lines Π-lines; for example, one gets these lines if they are joined only with crossed lines and then their momenta are limited by the domain B of order ε by the statement in the beginning of the present section). Besides we have extracted the Π-block which contains all remaining Π-lines. All external lines are joined to this Π-block. Let us begin with a simplest example of such a configuration (Fig. 1b) . The corresponding Feynman integral has the following form:
. (7) To estimate this integral in the ε → 0 limit we remove the dependence on ε of integration limits in k − by the change k − → k − ε and additionally k + → k + /ε. Then the integral takes the form:
Since the integral over k + is convergent we get the following finite expression in the ε → 0 limit:
i.e. we have the difference between the calculation of such diagram on the LF and its conventional calculation in Lorentz coordinates. To estimate the dependence on the ε in general form we consider at first how the propagators change under the above mentioned change of integration variables. Consider the case when the propagator momentum Q − is limited, |Q − | ε. Let us write the k instead of Q (as in the Fig. 1b) 
Then, in accordance with the eq-n (6), we get the following for the components of the propagator:
Consider the case when the propagator momentum is Q µ = p µ − k µ where p − is finite and |k − | ε. Then we have the following:
All vertex factors can be estimated by finite quantity except of those cases when three ε-lines converge in the vertex (then they can be estimated by the quantity of order ε). Using these estimations one can easily prove that the diagram in the Fig. 1b tends to zero in ε → 0 limit at any other choice of indices. An addition of more ε-lines to the ε-line, i. e. the formation of the ε-block, does not change the estimation of the diagram in Fig. 1b . This can be shown in the following way: the ε-block consists from vertices and propagators with every vertex being proportional to ε and having one index + which leads to the appearance of the factor k ′ + /ε in the propagator adjoint to this vertex. So the dependence on ε for this vertex is cancelled. This is true for propagators having indices ++ and giving the contribution proportional to 1/ε 2 and for propagators having indices +⊥ and giving the contribution proportional to 1/ε. The propagator with the indices ⊥⊥ gives the contribution of order O(1). The same situation takes place for the other vertices of the ε-block.
The next simple modification of the configuration in Fig. 1b has the form shown in two Π-lines through which the momentum k of ε-lines goes. So, with the estimations of eq-ns (10) and (11) we obtain that the configuration tends to zero as ε → 0. The analogous situation has place when we increase the number of Π-lines, through which the momentum k of ε-lines goes, e.g. when we increase the number of external lines. Let us consider another case of configuration changing for Fig. 1b when we add one ε-line connecting Π-and ε-lines of the original configuration (Fig. 2b) . In this case the Π-and ε-lines of the original configuration are divided into two parts where the momenta k 1 and k 2 of propagators of the divided ε-line can be chosen as loop integration variables so that they go through one of the propagator of the divided Π-line (see Fig. 2b ). Then the estimations, corresponding to eq-ns (10) and (11) , and taking into account the contribution of the new vertex adjoint to the original ε-line lead in result that the configuration goes to zero as ε → 0.
Thus the most general form of the non equal to zero configuration can be pictured in analogy with the diagram (Fig. 1b) in which the crossed line is changed to arbitrary ε-block.
So we come to the conclusion that in the theory under consideration we have nonzero configurations, and all of them are finite in the limit ε → 0.
Let us show now that the method of the paper [9] where one more extra field is to be added allows to get going to zero all nonzero configurations considered above. The Lagrangian in this case has the following form:
where A 
. (13) If we reduce the sum in eq. (13) to common denominator and require the disappearance of the terms of power four and zero in k in the numerator of this sum we obtain the following conditions:
Further we require that the obtained expression for the summary propagator must go to the expression for the propagator of unregulated theory in the limit m If we take into account the second condition in eq. (14), we can satisfy the condition of eq. (15) taking, for example,
In accordance with the eq. (14) we obtain: 
Beside of that we require that only the field A 1 be remained in the regularization removing limit m → ∞. We see from these facts that r 1 = 1, r 2 = −1, r 3 = −1.
To estimate the dependence of different configurations on ε let us rewrite the summary propagator in the following form:
The corresponding to the eq. (10) estimations for the propagator (17) keep its form, and the estimations, corresponding to the eq. (11), take the following form:
i.e. the power of ε increases comparatively to eq-ns (11) . This leads to disappearance of all before considered configurations in the limit ε → 0. Thus in the theory with the Lagrangian (12) we get the coincidence of diagram values in Lorentz coordinate instant time quantization and LF quantization. Using the results of the paper [2] we have shown in the paper [9] that it is possible to avoid related to parameter µ IR divergences in the regularization removing limit if one satisfies the condition (ln µ) n /Λ → 0 in the limit µ → 0, Λ → ∞ where n is arbitrary integer number (e.g. one can take µ = m 2 /Λ). Owing to superrenormalizability of considered theory in (2+1)-dimensional space we need to analyze and calculate only finite number of UV divergent diagrams shown in Fig. 3 . It was proved in the paper [9] that the 1-loop diagram with two external lines (Fig. 3a) , c d a Figure 3 : the diagrams divergent in the UV regularization removing limit.
having the index of UV divergency equal to unity, and the 1-loop diagram with three external lines and with the index of UV divergency equal to zero (Fig. 3d ) turn out to be finite after exact analytic calculation. The remaining 2-loop diagrams with two external lines (Fig. 3b, 3c) , having the index of UV divergency equal to zero, can be renormalized by the comparison with corresponding renormalized dimensionally regularized diagrams. The renormalization counterterms are found at that by the calculation of the difference of the expressions for these diagrams in the considered and dimensional regularizations. Such a procedure of the renormalization allows to restore gauge and Lorentz symmetry in the theory with the Lagrangian (12) in the regularization removing limit. In result we have to add to the Lagrangian (12) (Fig. 3b, 3c ). This form of the counterterm is in agreement with the remaining Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian (12) under the following coordinate transformation:
Due to this invariance the logarithmically divergent diagrams (Fig. 3b, 3c ) calculated at zero external momentum (and at external Lorentz indices excluding the "−") are equal to zero if they have at least one external Lorentz index "+". Thus the only diagrams that contribute to the counterterm are those which have only external indices "⊥". We give in the Appendix the expression for the diagram shown in Fig. 3a .
The construction of the renormalized LF Hamiltonian
Consider the theory with the Lagrangian (12) and rewrite the expression for this Lagrangian in the gauge A
To write the action corresponding to this Lagrangian in Hamiltonian form we find at first the momentum Π 
This relation allows to express the quantity ∂ + A 
In result the action can be rewritten in the following form:
can be transformed as follows (after integration by parts in x + ):
The obtained Hamiltonian form of the action allows to define quantum commutation relations for canonical variables:
The remaining commutation relations for these fields are equal to zero. The variables a a l (p − ; x ⊥ , x + ) and a a+ l (p − ; x ⊥ , x + ) can be considered as that analogous to creation and annihilation operators on the LF. Let us introduce also the Fourier transformation for the variables A 
where we introduce the denotation
The operators a
satisfy the following canonical commutation relations analogous to commutation relations for the creation and annihilation operators:
and the other commutators are equal to zero. The free (quadratic in fields) part of the Hamiltonian takes the following form in terms of these operators:
The introduction of new variables analogous to the creation and annihilation operators gives rather simple dependence of the Hamiltonian on the m l . However the quadratic in fields part of the Hamiltonian has no diagonal form yet. It can be written, in a principal, in the completely diagonal form but the obtained at that expression has rather cumbersome form.
Conclusion
In the present paper we consider the construction of the renormalized LF Hamiltonian for SU(N)-gauge invariant Yang-Mills theory in (2+1)-dimensional space-time. In this case the perturbation theory in coupling constant is superrenormalizable and only finite number of UV divergent diagrams should be renormalized. This gives a possibility to find the counterterms renormalizing the theory explicitly in terms of original parameters. On the other side the restoration of the perturbative (to all orders in coupling constant) equivalence between the obtained LF theory and usual one, quantized on the instant time surface in Lorentz coordinates, has required the introduction of extra fields analogous to those used in the Pauli-Villars regularization. These fields generate the Fock space on the LF with indefinite metric. Nonperturbative calculations with this Hamiltonian are very complicated [8, [21] [22] [23] [24] . In the paper [25] we have considered the simplest example: the calculation of the spectrum of the anharmonic oscillator modified by the addition of extra variables analogous to extra fields of Pauli-Villars regularization. In this case one can well see how the part of the spectrum related to these extra variables become separated from the usual spectrum of the model and tends to infinite values in the limit corresponding to the removing of Pauli-Villars regularization.
As an alternative approach to the construction of the renormalized LF Hamiltonian we can mention the approach described in papers [16, 17] and in paper [15] (which contains all references to the previous papers). This approach applies the method of approximate diagonalization of the Hamiltonian with the help of unitary transformation depending on the scale parameter. Such transformation is to be built using the perturbative theory in coupling constant. In this way the approximate expression for the renormalized LF Hamiltonian can be written in terms of effective "composite particle" creation and annihilation operators. However that procedure is rather complicated and limited by only lowest perturbation theory orders.
Appendix. Calculation of diagrams contributing to the counterterm in the renormalized LF Hamiltonian. 
The following factor corresponds to the vertex:
where the metric tensor g µν has the following nonzero components: g +− = g −+ = 1, g ⊥⊥ = −1. Since propagators are connected to vertices in diagrams for Green functions it is not necessary to consider vertices with Lorentz indices "−" (let us remark that this would be necessary if we use Ward identities explicitly). We can form the following matrix from the vertex one of Lorentz indices of which is fixed:
We obtain the following expression for the diagram shown in Fig. 3a :
We used here the following equality:
To calculate the counterterm we consider the difference between the expressions for this integral in our and in dimensional regularization, taking into account the first two terms of the Tailor series in k in the vicinity of the point k = 0. Besides we do the Euclidean rotation in the momentum space. Then one can see easily that all components of the diagram containing Lorentz index "+" disappear. The remaining component with the indices ⊥⊥ can be calculated analytically and gives the finite value for it in the UV regularization removing limit. The analogous expression can be written for the diagram shown in Fig. 3d . We calculate it at zero external momenta because this diagram can diverge only logarithmically. Despite of its complicated expression this diagram allows analytical consideration after the Euclidean rotation in the momentum space. In result we obtain that this diagram is equal to zero at zero external momenta. The expressions for the remaining logarithmically divergent diagrams 3b, 3c, having Lorentz indices "⊥⊥", can be obtained in analogous way using the formulas (33), (35). However, these expressions turn out to be much more complicated. Besides, we were not able to consider them analytically. Only approximate numerical calculations are possible, and its results can be used, nevertheless, in nonperturbative Hamiltonian approach to this model.
